BROADCAST RELEASE AGREEMENT

The undersigned Band, Artist, Performers, or Recording Company or Copyright Holder(s) (the “Copyright Owner”) hereby grants Great Falls Community Broadcasting Co. dba WOOL-FM, a Vermont corporation, and its licensees and assigns, (“WOOL”) the following authorizations:

1. Copyright Owner hereby grants to WOOL a non-exclusive worldwide license to broadcast performances and recordings and the musical composition(s) embodied therein (the “Performances”) as specified on this Broadcast Release Agreement (the “Agreement”).

2. Copyright Owner hereby grants to WOOL a non-exclusive worldwide license to transmit the Performances, in any way now or hereafter known, as part of an interactive or non-interactive program or channel as specified in this Agreement.

3. Copyright Owner hereby authorizes WOOL to reproduce the Performances to the extent necessary for a professional and technically satisfactory transmission of the Performances either via radio waves, across the internet, or by any means that WOOL in its sole discretion shall determine.

4. Except as specified in Paragraph 6 below, it is agreed that neither party shall be under any financial obligation to the other pursuant to the execution of the Agreement.

5. Copyright Owner warrants that Copyright Owner has the unfettered right to enter into this Agreement.

6. Copyright Owner agrees to indemnify and hold WOOL, its members, officers, directors, employees, agents and assigns, harmless from any costs incurred by WOOL in connection with this Agreement and the representations made herein.

7. Pursuant to the terms of this Agreement, Copyright Owner grants to WOOL the right to use the title(s) of the Performances, the Copyright Owner’s name, likeness and biography, and any images used publicly by Copyright Owner in connection with the Performances.

8. This Agreement may be terminated at any time by the Copyright Owner, such termination being effective on the date which is thirty (30) days after written notice of such termination is received by WOOL at its official address which is PO Box 110, Bellows Falls VT 05101.

9. All notices by the Copyright Owner shall be directed by verifiable means of delivery to the above address. Notices to the Copyright Owner shall be directed to the address listed below unless amended by Copyright Owner in a notice to WOOL.

10. This Authorization will be governed in accordance with the laws of the State of Vermont.

11. Both parties have read and understand the terms of this Agreement and, by signing where indicated below, agree to be bound by these terms.
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